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Abstra t
This paper gives a formal des ription of { at least a part of { the type
system of Aldor, the extension language of the
AXIOM. In the pro ess of doing this a

omputer algebra system

ritique of the design of the system

emerges.
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1 Introdu tion
The omputer algebra system AXIOM and its pre ursor S rat hpad are unusual
among omputer algebra systems in that they are strongly typed, so that any
errors in the types of expressions or programs are aught prior to the programs
being exe uted. In order to give types to the basi obje ts of mathemati s it is
ne essary to develop an expressive and exible system of types. In this paper
we examine the programming language Aldor[WBD+ 94℄, whi h has grown out
of AXIOM as a ompiled `extension language',1 that is a language in whi h to
write libraries for AXIOM or indeed other omputer algebra systems su h as
Maple.
One might argue that most users of omputer algebra systems prefer the
freedom provided by an interpreted and weakly typed language. While this is
the ase for small-s ale experimental use, a ompiled language promises users
eÆ ien y, whilst as it is strongly typed it an assure users that their programs
are free of potential type errors; both these properties are desirable for library
ode whi h will in general be substantial and exe uted repeatedly.
As was said earlier, Aldor has a very ompli ated and expressive type system
in order to render the types appearing in a omputer implementation of basi
mathemati s. This requirement represents a substantial hallenge, and it is
interesting for instan e to observe that the motivating example for an extension
of the C++ type system des ribed in [BR95℄ omes from omputer algebra.
Among other things, the type system of Aldor in ludes so- alled dependent
types, types as values, a ri h system for abstra t datatypes { provided by soalled domains and ategories { and overloading. These and other features of
the Aldor type system are dis ussed in se tion 2.
The Aldor User Guide [WBD+ 94℄ gives an informal des ription of the Aldor
type system. In this paper we will try to give a formal des ription of at least part
of the type system of Aldor. A formal des ription gives a lear and unambiguous
des ription of the types of the language; this an provide a foundation for the
1 In the past Aldor has also been known as AXIOM-XL and A℄ .
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implementor as well as allowing general properties of the type system to be
studied.
This formal des ription is a rst step of the proje t des ribed in [PT98℄,
namely of in orporating a logi into Aldor. This is done by using the so- alled
`propositions as types' or Curry-Howard orresponden e, [How80℄, under whi h
logi al propositions are en oded as types of a fun tional programming language.
This en oding will be made possible in Aldor by making a modi ation to allow
type expressions as well as ordinary expressions to be evaluated.
The formal des ription will be given by a typing relation of the form ` t : T
whi h is read as \in ontext term t has type T "; this relationship will be
de ned by a set of type inferen e rules.
It is important to realise that { la king a good des ription of the type system
{ the basis for our formal des ription is the ompiler itself. Any questions about
the type system have been resolved by experimenting with simple programs to
see whi h ones are reje ted by the ompiler be ause of typing errors. Of ourse,
this has its limitations.
Two entral questions that arise are




How mu h of Aldor do we try to formalise?

We do not attempt to give a formal des ription of the entire type system
of Aldor. Instead, we only des ribe what we onsider to be the \ ore" of
the Aldor type system, whi h in ludes the essential features but ex ludes
some of the more baroque ones. The latter may be features that we want
to ex lude be ause they do not seem interesting (they an be seen as
`synta ti sugar', for instan e) or are too ad ho , or features that we have
to disregard in order to keep things simple enough to formalise. Ideally,
the ore of the Aldor type system we des ribe should be a \small" type
system, in the sense that it is built by ombining of a small number of
orthogonal primitives for onstru ting types.
It will always remains a point of dis ussion whether we should in lude
more or less of the Aldor type system in the formal des ription. At several
pla es we will point out onstru tions that are possible in Aldor whi h we
have not in luded in our formal des ription and we olle t together a list
of these in Se tion 16.
Does the formalisation des ribe Aldor as it is, or as we'd want it to be?

There are several ases where the type system of Aldor (or rather, the implementation of the type system in the ompiler) behaves strangely. Here
one an ask if, instead of giving very omplex rules that exa tly des ribe
this, it would not be more useful to propose simpler, more sensible, typing
rules that result in a \ leaner" type system. At several pla es we will point
out where our formalisation does not a urately des ribe the behaviour of
the Aldor ompiler; we olle t these points in Se tion 18.

In experimenting with simple programs we ame a ross a number of bugs
in the ompiler, and a ross ases where the ompiler behaved strangely, either
a epting seemingly ill-typed programs or reje ting seemingly well-typed ones.
1.1

Related Work

There has been a lot of interest in programming languages with types-as-values
in the 1980's, see, for instan e, [DD85, MR86, LB88℄. Re ently there has been
renewed interest in languages with dependent types, as eviden ed by [Aug98,
DTP99℄.
3

There has been a lot of work in type theory that is relevant here. Related to
the dependent types of Aldor is the work on so- alled onstru tive type theories, su h as the onstru tive type theories of Martin-Lof [ML79℄ or the Cal ulus
of Constru tions [CH88℄. One useful notion here is that of Pure Type System
(PTS) [Bar93℄, whi h provides a general framework for giving ompa t hara terizations of many type systems with fun tion types and dependent types, and
makes it easy to ompare su h systems.
Related to the module system of Aldor (as provided by its domains and
ategories) is the work on di erent variants of \sum types" for des ribing modules e.g. in the setting of the fun tional programming languages Standard ML
(SML) [MTHM97, Ma 86, Rus98℄.
More losely related to Aldor itself, [San95℄ proposes a type system for omputer algebra whi h is based on Aldor. The fo us of Santas' paper is on the
module system. The type system des ribed does not in lude type-as-values or
dependent types. Finally, the type system of Aldor has been investigated using
the ategori al notion of a sket h, [Tou98℄.

A knowledgements
We are grateful to NAG, and Mike Dewar in parti ular, for granting us a ess
to the Aldor sour e ode, Version 1.1.10b. Martin Dunstan has helped us to
understand some of the intri ate details of the internals of the Aldor sour e
ode, and Chris Ryder's work [Ryd98℄ on understanding the me hani s of type
he king in Aldor was most useful. Stephen Watt answered a number of queries
about typing in Aldor as well as listening patiently to our ideas about how it
might be modi ed.

2 Introdu tion to the Aldor type system
Before giving a formal des ription of the type system, this se tion gives an informal introdu tion of the main features of the Aldor type system and illustrates
these with some simple examples. Subsequent se tions will give a more detailed
explanation of these features.
Aldor is not a fun tional language, but an imperative one. However, Aldor
does have a omplete fun tional language as a sub-language (whi h, for instan e,
in ludes higher-order fun tions). In the formal des ription here we will limit
ourselves to this fun tional sub-language of Aldor, i.e. we disregard any of the
imperative features of Aldor. The fun tional sub-language of Aldor does in
fa t ontain all the interesting type onstru tions of Aldor; one an view the
imperative features in a similar way to those of SML, with the proviso that
SML's type system is made more omplex by the intera tion of referen e types
and parametri polymorphism.
Aldor provides many of types familiar from other programming languages,
su h as fun tion types, produ t types, re ord types, union types and so on, with
the usual terms of these types: fun tions, produ ts, re ords, for instan e. For
example, the fragment of Aldor program below de nes a fun tion double and
a re ord rr:
double : Integer -> Integer
== (n:Integer) : Integer +-> n+n ;
rr : Re ord (i:Integer, j:Boolean)
== [i==4,j==true℄;
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But, in Aldor these familiar onstru ts an be more ompli ated than in most
other languages. This is mainly due to the two of the features dis ussed below:
dependent types and types as values. These and other aspe ts of the language
are examined informally now.

Dependent Types
Aldor allows so- alled dependent types. One of the standard examples of a
dependent type is the type Ve tor(n) of, say, oating point ve tors of length n.
This is alled a dependent type, be ause it depends on the { in this ase, integer
{ value n.
Fun tions an have dependent types, in whi h the type of a fun tion result
depends upon the value of a parameter. An example is a fun tion
ve torSum : (n:Integer) -> Ve tor(n) -> Float

whi h takes as arguments an integer n and a ve tor of type Ve tor(n), i.e. a
ve tor of length n, and returns the sum of that ve tor. The result of a fun tion
appli ation, say
ve torSum(34)

has the type Ve tor(34) -> Float be ause its argument has the value 34.
Another example of a fun tion with a dependent type is the append fun tion
for ve tors:
append : (n:Integer,m:Integer,Ve tor(n),Ve tor(m)) -> Ve tor(n+m)

There are two important points about dependent types: rst, following the
Curry-Howard isomorphism { better known as \propositions as types" { a type
system with dependent types is powerful enough to express predi ates with
universal quanti ation [How80℄. Dependent types are ommonly used in this
way in so- alled onstru tive type theories, su h as Martin-Lof's Type Theory
[ML79, Tho91℄ or the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄. Se ond, there is a wellknown pri e to be paid for dependent types (see [MR86, Aug98℄ for instan e),
namely that type he king of programs will involve exe uting parts of programs.
This will be dis ussed in Se tion 14.
The Aldor type system ontains a se ond form of type dependen e, in this
ase between the elds of re ords. As an example onsider
re : Re ord (n:Integer, v:Ve tor(n))
== [ n==3, v==ve 3 ℄;

whi h de nes a re ord ontaining two elds; the rst, n, is an integer, whilst the
se ond is a ve tor whose length is n. These types an express predi ates with
existential quanti ation
Dependent fun tions and re ords support universal and existential quanti ation, and so it should be possible to represent any proposition of rst-order
logi by means of an Aldor type. This is not possible in the urrent implementation sin e there is no evaluation of type expressions, so that, for example, the
types Ve (5) and Ve (2+3) are seen as di erent types. Our aim, dis ussed in
[PT98℄, is to re tify this anomaly. type system should be powerful enought to
represent an
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Types as values

Most programming languages enfor e a stri t separation between a olle tion of
terms { or values { and a olle tion of types. But Aldor treats types as terms
like any other: a type su h as Integer->Integer an be manipulated in the
same way as any ordinary expression like 3+4. In parti ular,
 Just as other terms have types, so do the types themselves: there is
a spe ial onstant Type that is \the type of all types". For example,
Boolean : Type and indeed Type : Type.
 Any onstru tion that is possible with terms is also possible with types.

This means that types an be passed as arguments to a fun tion, or returned as the result of a fun tion. For example, the fun tion

List : Type -> Type

takes a type as input and produ es a type as output. Applying the fun tion

List to the type Integer produ es a type List(Integer), the type of

lists of integers.
Type an also be used as omponents of re ords. For example, the re ord
tt : Re ord (t:Type, b:Boolean)
== [t==Integer,b==true℄;

has a field whose value is a type.
Of a language su h as Aldor it is often said that types are treated as \ rstlass itizens" (as opposed to most other languages, where types are only se ondlass itizens).
To fully exploit the idea of types-as-values dependent types are e e tively
indispensable. Combining types-as-values and dependent types, we an make
the polymorphi (or generi ) fun tions that exists in fun tional programming
languages like ML or Haskell. For example, a polymorphi fun tion reverse
that reverses a list with elements of an arbitrary type ould be typed as follows
reverse : (T:Type) List(T) -> List(T)

A di eren e with fun tional programming languages like ML or Haskell is that
in Aldor su h polymorphi fun tions like reverse have to be given expli it type
parameters, whereas in modern fun tional languages these type parameters are
inferred by the ompiler, using so- alled Hindley-Milner type inferen e [Mil78℄.
The fa t that types an be used as values greatly in reases the expressive
power of the language. But, as mentioned before, there is a pri e to be paid for
the asso iated dependent types (see e.g. [MR86℄).
Domains and Categories.

Aldor provides a ri h system for abstra t datatypes, alled domains, and for the
types of datatypes alled ategories. Categories e e tively des ribe the interfa e
or signatures of abstra t datatypes. The domains and ategories of Aldor make
it possible to model the ri h universe of mathemati al stru tures that arise in
omputer algebra, e.g. of rings, elds, et ., as well as the relationships between
them, e.g. every eld is also a ring.
An example of a ategory is
6

Ring : Category == with {+
*
1
0

:
:
:
:

(%,%) -> %;
(%,%) -> %;
%;
% }

whi h des ribes the interfa e of rings, i.e. the operations that any type % has to
provide in order for it to be a ring. It is then possible in Aldor to write so- alled
generi (or polymorphi ) algorithms, e.g. a summation algorithm that works for
arbitrary rings:
sum : (R:Ring) List(R) -> R

Note that this provides a further example of a dependent type in use: the type
of the result of applying sum to R, namely List(R) -> R, depends on the ring
R.

Overloading

Aldor allow overloading, so that the same name an be used more than on e,
provided any resulting ambiguity an be resolved by the type system. So the
same name an only be used to refer to terms of di erent types. The standard
example of overloading is the use of + as a binary operator for di erent types,
e.g. both +:(Integer,Integer)->Integer and +:(Real,Real)->Real.

Subtyping

Aldor provides a form of subtyping. The most interesting sour e of subtyping
are the ategories, where subtyping aptures the notion of an interfa e being
subsumed by a ri her interfa e
For example, the ategory Monoid
Monoid : Category == with {* : (%,%) -> % }

is a supertype of Ring, apturing the intuitive idea that every ring is also a
multipli ative monoid. This means that a ring an be used in any ontext
where a monoid is expe ted.
In fa t, Aldor distinguishes three forms of subtyping: in addition to \subtyping" between types, there are also so- alled \ ourtesy onversions" between
types and there is also a notion of \type satisfa tion". These will be dis ussed
in Se tion 15.

Multiple Values

Finally, one of the more puzzling features of the Aldor type system is the notion
of multiple value. A multiple value is essentially a sequen e of terms (t1 ; : : : ; tn ),
whi h are very similar to n-ary produ ts, or ross produ ts in Aldor terminology.
Indeed, the notation of a multiple value and a ross produ t is exa tly the same,
and there exist ourtesy onversions (see Se tion 15) from multiple values to
ross produ ts and ba k. It is not lear to us why Aldor provides both multiple
values and ross produ ts. We have left out multiple values from the formal
des ription of Aldor given here.
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3

The formal des ription of the Aldor type system

As mentioned in the previous se tion, in the formal des ription of the Aldor
type system we ignore all imperative features of Aldor, and only des ribe a
purely fun tional sub-language of Aldor. So we do not onsider the statements
of Aldor, e.g. assignments, for-loops, et . In parti ular this means that whenever
we talk about \variables" these are never variables in the sense of imperative
programming { i.e. memory lo ations { but always variables in the sense of
\formal parameters".
3.1

Typing relations

The typing relation is formally des ribed by typing judgements of the form
` t : T:

The judgement ` t : T is read as \term t has type T in ontext ". Here the
ontext is the list of all the variable de larations, type de nitions, et ., that
are in s ope. Simple examples of typing judgements are:
` true : Boolean
` + : (Integer; Integer)->Integer

If ` t : T then we say that t and T are well-formed expressions (a wellformed term and type expression, respe tively) in ontext . To de ne `
t : T we need an auxiliary judgement ` ok, whi h means \ ontext is
well-formed".
Our terminology is di erent from that used in
the Aldor User Guide [WBD+ 94℄: what we all \terms" are alled \values"
there.
We use \terms" rather than \values" be ause \values" is often reserved for
those expressions that are \evaluated" in some sense. For example, 3+4 and 7
are both terms, but usually only 7 is onsidered to be a value.
A similar distin tion an be applied to terms whi h represent types.
t
u
Remark 3.1 (Terminology)

3.2

The Aldor universe

In our dis ussion of Aldor we will distinguish six kinds of expressions:
,



terms



types



domains



,
,
,

ategories



abstra t datatypes (ADT's)



pa kages

,

.

Below we explain their intuitive meanings and the basi relations between them.
The oarsest distin tion between di erent kinds of expressions one an make
in Aldor is between terms and types. But, sin e types are values, and the types
8

themselves also are terms, so that types  terms. And the type of all types {
Type { is itself a type, so Type 2 types. Similarly, the type of all ategories {
Category { is a type, so Category 2 type.
We distinguish the following subsets of terms and types, alled domains and
ial interest:

ategories, that are of spe


domains  terms.
Domains an either be abstra t datatypes (ADT's) or pa kages.
Pa kages are olle tions of de nitions, whi h an in lude de nitions of
fun tions, types, or any other terms. These de nitions are alled the
exports of a pa kage. We an think of pa kages as libraries and also, by
analogy with SML, as stru tures.
Like pa kages, ADT's are olle tions of de nitions, but an ADT in ludes
a distinguished de nition of a type. The other de nitions will typi ally be
operations on that type. To take the standard example, an ADT Sta k for
sta ks would de ne a representation type for sta ks, and implementation
of the sta k operations for that parti ular representation.



ategories  types.
Categories are the types of domains. Basi ally a ategory des ribes the
interfa e of a domain, i.e. it lists the exports with their types, like the
example of the ategory Ring on page 6. Again by analogy with SML,
ategories are like SML signatures.
Just as there is a type of all types, there is a type of all ategories, whi h
is alled Category.

The domains that are abstra t datatypes play an important role in Aldor.
Although stri tly speaking these ADT's are terms and not types, types are
introdu ed when ADTs are named. (Aldor type naming is done in exa tly the
same way as for any other value; it is therefore quite possible to introdu e
`anonymous' ADTs, even if they are only of uriosity value.)
For example, if we have the abstra t datatype Sta k mentioned above, then
the name Sta k is then not only used to refer to this whole olle tion of de nitions that make up the ADT, but is also used as the name of the (abstra t) type
introdu ed by the ADT. The fa t that the name of an domain is used as a type
means that there is an impli it proje tion by means of naming from abstra t
datatypes to types, indi ated by the dotted arrow in Figure 1.
All this leads to the view of the Aldor universe given in Figure 1.
3.3

A grammar for a subset of Aldor

The grammar given in Figure 2 de nes some of the raw syntax of Aldor terms.
To de ne the set of raw terms Term it also de nes a set of type tuples TypeTuple.
There are two points to note about the grammar given in Figure 2.
 The square bra kets [: : :℄ are not part of the syntax, but indi ate an optional in lusion. E.g. pa kages an be of the form addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn :
Tn ==tn g, of the form addfx1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn ==tn g, or any ombination of the

two.

 This distin tion between terms t and types T is not a distin tion that an

be made formal at this stage. To tell whi h terms are types we have to
refer to the typing relation: a term T is a type (in a ontext ) if and only
if ` T : T ype (or in a ontext, ` T : T ype). Still, it is useful to suggest
9

Terms
Types
. Type
. Category

Domains

Categories

Packages

Adt’s

Adt’s

Figure 1: The Aldor universe
the distin tion between terms and types already here. Throughout this
report we will sti k to the onvention that lower ase letters range over
arbitrary terms and upper ase letters range over types (or, in some ases,
names for types).
The Aldor User Guide [WBD+ 94℄
is sometimes a bit sloppy in its use of the terminology, parti ularly when it omes
to domains and (abstra t data)types.

Remark 3.2 (domain vs (abstra t data)type)





The notions of abstra t datatype and domain
are often identi ed, although a domain an also be a pa kage. More often
that not \domain" should be taken to mean \abstra t datatype".

domain vs abstra t datatype.

domain vs type. A more serious ause of onfusion is that \domain" and
\type" are often treated as synonyms.
All user de ned types in Aldor will typi ally be introdu ed by means
of abstra t datatype de nitions. One an go even further and take the
viewpoint that all the primitives types provided by Aldor are also abstra t
data types, with the di eren e that the de nition of the primitive types
annot be given inside the language itself. In this view all types originate
from abstra t datatypes, so that the set of (names of) abstra t datatypes
is isomorphi to the set of types. Indeed, all primitive types are de lared as
abstra t datatypes in the library le . . . /lib/libaxllib/lang.as that provides
an interfa e for all language-de ned types.
This seems to explain why in the User Guide the terms `type' and `domain'
are almost used inter hangeably. (Stri tly speaking it is only the domains
that are abstra t datatypes than an be viewed as types, but we already
pointed out above that the terms domain and abstra t datatype are often
treated as if they were synonyms.)
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appli ation
multiple value, or tuple, or ross produ t
re ord
union
operations on re ords/unions

T

t

:::

; xn [: Tn ℄==tn g

pa kage

T

j

xi

$x

x1

[: T1 ℄==t1 ; : : : ; xn [: Tn ℄==tn g ADT
proje tion from pa kage/ADT

j withf

x1

!2
T

: T1 ; : : : ; x n : Tn g

ategory

T ypleT uple

::= ([x1 :℄T1 ; : : : ; [xn :℄Tn )

type tuple

Figure 2: A grammar for a subset of the Aldor terms
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The remainder of this report
The se tions that follow give the formal des ription of the type system for
ea h individual language onstru t of Aldor. These se tions roughly follow
the same format: we give the raw syntax, spe i ed by a pie e of ontext-free
grammar, the typing rules, whi h impose restri tions on the raw syntax to
yield the \well-types" syntax, and some examples. We will dis uss the typing
rules to point out any pe uliarities, to point out any di eren es between our
formal des ription and Aldor as it is a tually implemented by the ompiler, and
to suggest possible improvements or simpli ations of the typing rules (whi h
would however in rease the di eren e between our formal des ription and Aldor
as it is implemented by the ompiler).

4 Contexts
Typing depends on a ontext ontaining de larations and de nitions. A ontext
de nes the set of names that are urrently in s ope. Contexts may in lude
de larations of variables2 like
x : Integer

and de nitions of onstants, su h as
x : Integer == 5

Note that be ause types are values, a de laration of a variable an be a de laration a type-variable, e.g.
X : Type

and a de nition of a onstant an be the de nition of a type- onstant e.g.
TT : Type == Integer -> Integer

De nitions an be of two forms, namely of the form x : T ==t, i.e. with an expli it
type, or of the form x==t, i.e. without an expli it type.
Aldor also allows a de nition to be pre eded by the keyword define, whi h
is intended to make the value of a de nition `visible' to its ontext, [WBD+ 94℄,
p113, but it is not lear in pra ti e that this is indeed the behaviour of the Aldor
ompiler. This is dis ussed in further detail in Se tions 7 and 14.
Aldor allows overloading: The same name an be de ned more than on e,
provided the types resolve any ambiguity. For example, the de nitions below
give two meanings to x, one to x as an Integer and one to x as a Boolean:
x : Integer == 5;
x : Boolean == true;

An important onsequen e of overloading is that terms an have more that one
type. For instan e, in the ontext above x has both type Integer and type
Boolean. As a onsequen e ` is not a fun tion from ontexts and terms to
types, but is really a relation.
Finally, ontexts an ontain import's, e.g. import from Integer, whi h
ause a whole set of names in a domain (or library) to be imported into the
urrent s ope. The rules on erning su h import-statements will be given in
subse tion 7 when we onsider domains. Other aspe ts of the import me hanism
are dis ussed in Se tions 7.1.2 and 16.
2 N.B. Re all that we disregard all the imperative features of Aldor, and only onsider
the fun tional part of Aldor. So when we talk about variables these are never variables in
the sense of imperative programming { i.e. memory lo ations { but always variables in the
mathemati al sense of ` xed but arbitrary values'.
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Raw Syntax

The grammar below de nes the raw syntax of Aldor- ontexts:
2 Context

::= 
j
j
j

the empty ontext
;x : T
de laration
; x : T ==t \typed" de nition
; x==t
\untyped" de nition

Contexts an also ontain import statements, but these involve domains and
will be treated in Se tion 7.
Typing Rules: well-formedness of

ontexts

Contexts will have to be well-formed { written ` ok {, meaning that all the
terms o urring in them are well-formed, and that ea h onstant de nition has
the type that is de lared for it, and that any overloading in the ontext does
not introdu e ambiguities.
Rules for the well-formedness of ontexts are:

 ` ok
` ok

 ok
` T : Type

(x : T ) 62

de laration ok

; x : T ` ok
` ok

`t:T

(x : T ) 62

; x : T ==t ` ok
` ok

`t:T

!` t : T

typed de nition ok
(x : T ) 62

; x==t ` ok

untyped de nition ok

Some points to note here
 The premiss (x : T ) 62

is shorthand for saying that does not already
ontain a de laration or de nition for x of type T. Multiple de larations or
de nitions of x are only allowed if the types of these x's are all di erent.
(Note that here the notion of equality of types plays a role. More on that
in 14.)
! ` t : T is used as shorthand for `T is the only type
derivable for the term t in the ontext (up to type equality)'. This is a
premiss of a de nition without an expli it type.
Su h a de nition, whi h has the form x==t, is only allowed if there is only
one possible type for t in the parti ular ontext . If t has more than one
type in due to overloading then one of these types has to be expli itly
given in the de nition, whi h will then be of the form x : T ==t.

 The notation

x : T ==t in the
formalisation here, and just treat de nitions of the form x==t as shorthand or synta ti sugar. However, it turns out that there are di eren es
between the two forms of de nitions with regards to equality, (whi h will
be dis ussed in Se tion 14).

 It would be ni e to onsider only de nitions of the form
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We have the obvious rules for using de larations and de nitions in the ontext:
; x : T ; ` ok
use de laration
;x : T; ` x : T
; x : T ==t; ` ok
use typed de nition
; x : T ==t; ` x : T
`t:T
; x==t; ` ok
use untyped de nition
; x==t; ` x : T
0

0

0

0

0

0

All the typing rules we introdu e in this report will require that ontexts are wellformed. Be ause it is annoying to always have to in lude this premiss expli itly
from now on we impli itly assume that all

ontexts are well-formed.

The s ope rules of Aldor are quite omplex: the whole of Chapter 8 in
the manual is dedi ated to them. On the other hand, the s ope me hanism
is largely independent of type issues; on e s opes are delimited, type he king
is done within those s opes. The me hanisms do intera t, for example, when
default arguments are present, but we do not treat that feature of Aldor in this
do ument.

Di eren es with the Aldor ompiler
The Aldor ompiler does not behave exa tly as pres ribed by the rules for ontexts given above:
 Sometimes the Aldor ompiler is more stri t than ne essary, and does not
a ept ontexts whi h are well-formed by the rules above. For example,
the Aldor ompiler reje ts
y : Integer == 5;
y == Boolean;
 Sometimes the Aldor ompiler a epts ambiguous ontexts whi h are not

well-formed by the rules above. For example, the Aldor ompiler allows
x == 5;
x : Integer == 7;

This should be reje ted, as it learly introdu es an ambiguity. So this is
really an bug in the Aldor ompiler (or in the Aldor language.)
 Contrary to what one would expe t, typed and untyped de nitions are

treated di erently by the Aldor ompiler. Repla ing one by the other
in the examples above leads to di erent behaviour of the ompiler; in
parti ular, the Aldor ompiler a epts
y : Integer == 5;
y : Type == Boolean;

and reje ts
x : Integer == 5;
x : Integer == 7;

To summarise, the anomalies dis ussed here arise from untyped de larations
(su h as x == t) rather than typed ones (like x:T == t).
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5 Types and Type Tuples
5.1

Type

As mentioned earlier, the types themselves also have types. Namely, there is a
type of all types, written Type. The syntax and typing rule are simple.

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

::= : : :

j Type

the type of all types

Typing Rules
` Type : Type
5.2

Type form

Type Tuples

Type tuples an be sequen es of types
(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) ;
sequen es of de larations
(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) ;
or any ombination of the two, e.g.
(x1 : T1 ; T2 ; x3 : T3 ; : : :):
Type tuples serve as a ommon building blo k for several type onstru tions,
su h as fun tion types, ross produ ts, re ord types, and union types. For
example, fun tion types are of the form

!
T -> : : :

!

with T a type tuple.
There are two { quite di erent { reasons for having de larations x : T in
type tuples. Firstly, they make it possible to have dependen ies, e.g.
(X : Type; x : X )
Se ondly, they introdu e names, whi h is essential in re ord types, e.g.
Re ord(x : Integer; y : Integer)

Names are also used for the so- alled keyword argument style, where arguments
to a fun tion are named (see Se tion 6).

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

!
T 2 T ypleT uple

::= : : :

j Tuple Type

::= (D1 ; : : : ; Dn )

D ::= T j x : T
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the type of all type tuples

Typing Rules
` Ti : Type
` (T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) : Tuple Type

non-dependent type tuple intro

; x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xj 1 : Tj 1 ` Tj : Type
dependent type tuple intro
` (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) : Tuple Type
Some things to note here
 In our formalisation, type tuples with names for only some of the elds like

(T1 ; x2 : T2 ) are treated as synta ti sugar, by inserting dummy names.

 N.B. Type tuples are not types, i.e. they annot have inhabitants, and not

o ur to the right-hand side of \:" in a typing judgement. However, there
are ourtesy onversions from type tuples to ross produ ts { whi h are
types { and ba k, as des ribed in Se tion 15. This e e tively makes type
tuples into types.

 The Aldor ompiler does not appear to insist that the

type tuple, but it seems safer to insist that they are.

xi are distin t in a

 Aldor allows even more ompli ated expressions as type tuples than those

des ribed here. Type tuples an also ontain de nitions of the form x :
T ==t. These de nitions are used for default arguments of fun tions and

default values of elds in re ords.
We will not try to formalise this sort of de nition, sin e default values an
be dealt with as `synta ti sugar' whi h is removed prior to type analysis.

 Aldor in fa t treats Tuple Type as an instan e of the general Tuple on-

stru tion, whi h will be dis ussed in se tion 9. However, doing this auses
serious ompli ations { dis ussed below { so we prefer to des ribe Tuple
Type here separately.

 The main question about type tuples is in how far they are treated as

rst- lass itizens. Do type tuples only o ur as subexpressions of larger
expressions, or an they also o ur as expressions on their own, passed
around as parameters, et .? And a related question is whether Tuple
Type is a rst- lass type, i.e. whether Tuple Type:Type.
The Aldor ompiler, in keeping with the spirit of the types-as-values approa h, treats Tuple Type as an ordinary type and (hen e) type tuples
as rst- lass itizens. Our formalisation does not. Below we dis uss our
reasons for not doing this.
Type tuples are a useful building blo k for several type onstru tions. For
example, an n-ary fun tion type is of type (T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) ! : : :, and an
n-ary ross produ t is of type Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ). Treating type tuples as
rst- lass itizens makes it possible to give very ompa t des riptions for
these onstru tions. For instan e, in Aldor the type onstru tor Cross
an be typed as follows
Cross : Tuple Type -> Type
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However, treating type tuples as rst- lass itizens in this way has serious
disadvantages.
Having type tuples as rst- lass itizens and having Tuple Type as a rstlass type, would mean that type tuples an be passed around as arguments, and that we an have variables X : Tuple Type. But then there
an be re ords r : Re ord X for whi h we do not stati ally know their
elds, and fun tions f : X ->Integer for whi h we do not stati ally know
their arity.
On the other hand, the only kind of fun tions we an write over types
su h as these will be unable to analyse the type tuples at all, so they will
resemble the `parametri polymorphi ' fun tions of languages like SML
and Haskell. We therefore do not deal with this aspe t of type tuples in
this treatment.

6 Fun tions
There are several kinds of fun tions in Aldor:
 simple unary fun tions, e.g. f :

Integer ->Integer.

 n-ary fun tions, e.g. binaryf :

(Integer,Integer) ->Integer

 dependent fun tions, e.g. fdep :

(R:Ring) ->(R ->R).

 n-ary dependent fun tions, e.g. f2dep :

(R:Ring,x:R) ->R.

3

 fun tions an have default arguments, e.g. fdefault:(n:Integer==0)
->Integer.

There are also fun tions whi h return so- alled \multiple values", but as mentioned before we do not onsider multiple values in our formalisation.
Expressions are formed in a number of ways, most of whi h are variants of
fun tion or operator appli ation. The typing rules for fun tion appli ation are
therefore entral to explaining the typing of omputations in the fun tional (or
equivalently appli ative) subset of Aldor.
There are several ways of passing arguments to fun tions in appli ations:
 normal arguments, e.g. f(5) or binaryf(3,8),
 arguments by keyword, e.g. f2dep(R==Integer,x==0),
 default arguments, e.g. fdefault().

We will not onsider default arguments in the formal des ription, but we will
onsider keyword arguments. These may seem a bit baroque to in lude in
the formalisation, but other type onstru tions, notably re ords and unions,
ru ially depend on this.
6.1

Simple fun tion types

S ->T

First we onsider the simplest form of fun tions, namely unary fun tions with
types of the form T1 ->Tn .
3 Note that here not only the type of the output depends on an input, but also the type of
the se ond input depends on rst input.
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Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :
j (x : T1 ) : T2 +->t abstra tion
j t1 (t2 )
appli ation
j T1 ->T2
fun tion type

Typing Rules
` S; T : Type
` S ->T : Type

fun tion type formation

n fxg; x : S ` t : T
` ((x : S ) : T +->t) : S ->T
` f : S ->T

`s:S

` f (s) : T

fun tion intro

fun tion elim

Some examples
double : Integer -> Integer
== (n:Integer) : Integer +-> n+n ;
eight : Integer
== double 4;

Dis ussion
x : S in a lambda abstra tion hides any other
o urren es of x in the ontext. Hen e the n fxg in the introdu tion rule
above.

 The lo al (bound) variable

 Fun tions are rst- lass itizens, so higher-order fun tions { fun tions that

have other fun tions as input or output { an be formed.

 The usual notation for fun tions in de nitions is f(x:S) :T == t, whi h

we treat as synta ti sugar for

f : S->T == (x:S):T +-> t
 In Aldor fun tion de nitions an be re ursive, but in our formalisation

not. Allowing this would not be diÆ ult, for this we would have to in lude
f:S->T itself in the ontext when type- he king the body of f.

 In de ning a (re ursive) fun tion, fa say, the identi er being de ned an

be used in an overloaded fashion, as in the example
fa (b:Boolean) : Boolean == ~b;

fa (n:Integer) : Integer == if fa (fa (n=0))
then 1
else (n*(fa (n-1)));

where fa is used over both booleans and integers in the re ursive de nition of fa over Integer.
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6.2

Dependent fun tion types

(x :

S )->T

Now we onsider unary fun tions with types of the form (x : S )->T . Su h
fun tions an be dependent types, where T depends on x.

Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :
j (x : T1 )->T2 dependent fun tion type

Typing Rules
` S : Type

n fxg; x : S ` T : Type

` (x : S )->T : Type
n fxg; x : S ` t : T
` ((x : S ) : T +->t) : (x : S )->T
` f : (x : S )->T

`s:S

` f (s) : T [x := s℄

dependent fun tion formation

dependent fun tion intro

dependent fun tion elim

The notation T [x := s℄ is used for the result of substituting s for every free
o urren e of x in T .

Some examples
polyId : (T:Type) -> (T -> T)
== (T:Type) : T->T
+-> (x:T) : T +-> x;
idIntArrowInt : (Integer -> Integer) -> (Integer -> Integer)
== polyId (Integer->Integer);

Dis ussion
 Note that now there an be bound variables in types! Substitution in types

is needed: T [x := s℄ denotes T with all free o urren es of x repla ed by

s.

 We an now build parametri polymorphi fun tions as in system F, and

similar to those in modern fun tional programming languages like ML or
Haskell, but with expli it polymorphism, i.e. polymorphi fun tions get
expli it type parameters.

 The ore of the Aldor type system, ontaining only Type : Type and the

rules for fun tions above an be des ribed as the Pure Type System (PTS)
[Bar93℄, namely the PTS with the spe i ation

S = fTypeg; A = fType : Typeg; R = f(Type; Type)g
(ex ept that in Aldor we do not have -equality for types { more on
that in Se tion 15). Note that any PTS an be mapped into the PTS
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above, so that this PTS is as expressive as any other PTS, in luding for
instan e the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄ or the Extended Cal ulus
of Constru tions [Luo89℄.



The Aldor ompiler has problems with dependent types as rst- lass itizens, and rashes if we pass these as arguments to fun tions. This seems
to be a bug.

6.3

N-ary fun tions

Aldor allows n-ary fun tions, i.e. fun tions that get more than one argument
at on e. Su h fun tions an also have dependent types. Here the notion of
!
!
type tuple is used: n-ary fun tions have types of the form T ->T , where T
is a type tuple. This means these types are of the form (S1 ; : : : ; Sn )->T or
(x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn )->T . We only onsider the latter form, and treat the
former as a spe ial ase.

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

::= : : :
j (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) : T +->t n-ary abstra tion
j t!(t1 ; : : : ; tn )
n-ary appli ation
j T 1 ->T
n-ary (dependent) fun tion type

Typing Rules
!

Let S  (x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn ), and in the rules and subsequent dis ussion we
assume that all the xi are distin t.

`!
S : Tuple Type
n fx1 ; : : : ; x g; !
S ` T : Type
n-ary fun tion type formation
!
` S ->T : Type
n fx1 ; : : : ; x g; !
S `t:T
n-ary fun tion intro
!
` S : T +->t : !
S ->T
`f :!
S ->T
` s : S [x1 := s1 ; : : : ; x 1 := s 1 ℄ for all 1  i  n n-ary fun tion elim
` f (s1 ; : : : ; s ) : T [x1 := s1 ; : : : ; x := s ℄
n

n

i

i

i

i

n

n

n

Some examples
polyCompose (S:Type, T:Type, U:Type, f:T->U, g:S->T)
: S->U
== (x:S) : U +-> (f (g x));
quadruple : Integer -> Integer
== polyCompose (Integer,Integer,Integer,double,double) ;
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Dis ussion

!

!



The ontext n fx1 ; : : : ; xn g; S ontains a type tuple S . The meaning
is the obvious one, namely the ontext n fx1 ; : : : ; xn g extended with all
!
the de larations in S .



If we identify the type tuple (S ) with the type
unary fun tions as a spe ial ase of these rules.



S , we get the rules for

Although in pra ti e n-ary fun tions are very useful, they do not fundamentally in rease the power of the type system. We ould have omitted
them in the formal des ription here, and treat them as synta ti sugar.
In fa t, an n-ary fun tion type (x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn )->T ould almost be
treated as synta ti sugar for Cross(x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn )->T . However,
in the former type T an depend on the xi , in the latter it annot.





Is the (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) in the elimination rule \a multiple value"? Yes, this
seems to be the ase, as we an pass a ross produ t to a fun tion as
argument. See ross produ ts (Se tion 10).
There are also hybrid forms of keyword argument and normal arguments.
We ignore these.
The Aldor ompiler allows the same variable name to o ur more than
on e in the domain of an n-ary fun tion type. E.g. it a epts

tt : Type == (x:Integer,x:Boolean) -> Integer
We see no substantial need for this and so our formalisation does not allow
this.



We ould introdu e some syntax for auxiliary judgements of the form
` !s : !
S to simplify the typing rules, e.g. to

` f : x :!S ->T
` !s : !
S
` f !s : T [!
x := !
s℄

fun tion elim

However, to avoid possible onfusion about the status of type tuples
and term tuples !
s here we do not do this.
6.4

!
S

Keyword arguments

For appli ations of fun tions with types of the form (x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn )->T
the so- alled keyword argument style an be used. Su h an appli ation is of the
form f (xj1 ==sj1 ; : : : ; xjn ==sjn ). Here the parameters do not have be given in
any parti ular order, but the labels tell whi h is whi h.

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

::=
=

:::
t(x1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn ==tn ) appli ation with keyword argument
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Typing Rules
` f : (x1 : S1 ; : : : ; xn : Sn )->T
` si : Si [x1 := s1 ; : : : ; xi 1 := si

for all i
keyword argument
` f (x1 ==s1 ; : : : ; xn ==sn ) : T [x1 := s1 ; : : : ; xn := sn ℄
1℄

Keyword arguments play an import role later in the des ription of re ords and
unions.

7 Domains
There are two kinds of domains, pa kages and abstra t datatypes (ADT's).
 Pa kages are of the form

addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g

So a pa kage onsists of a olle tion of de nitions. By default, the names
de ned in a pa kage are alled its exports; it is possible expli itly to ontrol
the exports of a pa kage.
 ADT's are of the form

addfRep==>T ; x1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g

so every ADT provides a distinguished type Rep as export.
The types of domains { alled ategories { are of the form
withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g

and are expressions of type Category.
The types Ti in domains are optional and an be left out. This auses
some ompli ations, as omponents of the form x == t and of the form x:T
== t are treated di erently4 . These di eren es start playing a role when there
are dependen ies between the omponents of a domain. For this we make a
distin tion between
 (simple) pa kages, where none of the

ti or Ti depends on an xj ,

 dependent pa kages, where some of the

ti or Ti do depend on other xj 's,

and a further distin tion for dependent pa kages between
 type-dependent pa kages, where some

xj 's,

ti : Ti depend on the type of other

 de nition-dependent pa kages, where some ti : Ti depend on the de nition

and on the type of other xj 's.

Below we start with the simplest form of pa kage and then introdu e further
omplexities in stages.
4 namely,

they are treated di erently with regard to equality; see Se tion 14.
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7.1

Pa kages

7.1.1

Simple pa kages, no dependen ies

The simplest form of domain is a pa kage. This is essentially just a re ord.
Raw Syntax

t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :

j addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g pa kage
j xi $x
proje tion from pa kage
j withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
ategory (type of a pa kage)

Typing Rules

` Ti : Type all pairs

xi : Ti distin t in
` withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g : Category
` ti : Ti

ategory form

xi : Ti distin t in
pa kage intro
` addfx1 : T1 ==tn ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
all pairs

` x : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
` xi $x : Ti

pa kage elim

Some examples

: Category
== with {zero:Integer; one:Integer};
p : with {zero:Integer; one:Integer}
== add {zero:Integer==0, one:Integer==1};
proje t : Integer == zero$p + one$p ;
Dis ussion

 Variables an be overloaded in a pa kage, provided { as usual { they have
distin t types. Hen e the premiss \all pairs xi : Ti distin t in " above.
This restri tion does not seem to apply to ategory expressions; for example the Aldor ompiler a epts

ttt : Category == with {zero : Integer; zero : Integer}
However, it seems better not to allow this.
 In the elimination rule, the pa kage we proje t from has be a variable {
i.e. a pa kage name{ it annot be an add-expression. (Note that this is
already enfor ed by the grammar for terms.)
 Aldor a epts domains and ategories written with \," instead of \;",
e.g. of the form addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g. However, the typing
behaves weirdly, and it is not lear what the intended meaning of su h
domains and ategories might be.
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 Note that pa kages are essentially re ords. (However, when we take the im-

perative features of Aldor into a ount then there are di eren es between
pa kages and re ords. For re ords the elds an be updated imperatively,
for pa kages not.)

 There is subtyping on ategories, whi h will be dis ussed in Se tion 15.
 There is more syntax for domains and ategories, whi h we ignore. For

instan e, there are domain-extensions of the form

d addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn==tn g
where d is the name of a domain. A ording to the Aldor User Guide su h
domains an be regarded as shorthand for the domain that in ludes both
the de nitions ontained in d and the xi .
Similarly, we ignore ategory extensions of the form
withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g

and ategory joins of the form
join( 1 ; : : : ;

n

)

whi h an also be regarded as synta ti sugar.
7.1.2

The

import

statement

The import-statement provides an alternative to the expli it proje tions of the
form xi $p. By import-ing a domain p into the ontext, we an refer to its
omponents as xi instead of xi $p (provided this does not introdu e ambiguities).
Raw Syntax

2 Context

::= : : :
j

; import from d domain import

Typing Rules

` d : withf : : : g

; import from d ` ok
` d : withf : : : xi : Ti : : : g (xi : Ti ) 62
xi not import-ed from another pa kage in ;
; import from d; ` xi : Ti
0

Example

p : with {zero:Integer; one:Integer}
== add {zero:Integer==0, one:Integer==1};
import from p;
proje t' : Integer == zero + one ;
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0

import

 If the ontexts imports two or more pa kages that have x as an export,
then the resulting x is overloaded and any use of the symbol x will be

disambiguated by type. If any two of the de nitions have the same type
then we have to use expli it proje tions of the form x$p to tell whi h one
we mean.

7.1.3

Simple dependent pa kages

The rule for pa kage introdu tion given earlier does not allow for dependen ies
between the di erent omponents. The slightly more ompli ated introdu tion
rule below allows the ti to refer to earlier xj :
; x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xi 1 : Ti 1 ` ti : Ti
pa kage intro
` addfx1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
Using this rule it is possible to make pa kages where some omponents are
de ned in terms of other omponents. For example,
dp : with{x:Integer; y:Integer}
== add {x:Integer == 5; y:Integer == x};

Note that we only have a weak form of dependen y here:
 To he k that y:Integer == x is well-typed, only the type of x { i.e.
Integer has to be visible. The de nition of x { i.e. 5 { is not needed.
 Also, no dependen y shows up between the types of the elds of the pa kage, i.e. in withfx : Integer; y : Integerg.
 The typing rule does not allow mutual dependen ies, but Aldor a tually

does allow this.

This form of (weak) dependen y is found in a number of existing languages,
su h as SML; what are usually termed `dependent types' are dis ussed in the
next subse tion.
7.1.4

Dependent Pa kages and Dependent Categories

An example of a truly dependent pa kage is
add{X:Type == Integer; x:X == 5}

Note that here we have a stronger form of dependen y than in the earlier example above:
 To he k that x:X == 5 is well-typed the de nition of X { Integer { is
needed. Just knowing the type of X { Type { is not enough.
 The dependen y shows up between the types of the elds of the pa kage,
whi h would be withfX : Type; x : Xg.

However, there are three \anomalies" with su h dependent pa kages in Aldor:
 The Aldor ompiler does not a ept the dependent pa kage above. We

have to write it as follows instead
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add{X == Integer; x:X == 5}

So the two ways of writing elds { X == t and X : T == t { are not
equivalent; we have to use the former for the de nition of X to be \visible".
(The presen e or not of the modi er define appears to have no e e t in
this ontext.)
The dependent pa kage works ne now. For example:
d == add{X == Integer; x:X == 5};
projX : Type == X$d;
projx : X$d == x$d
import from d;
projX2 : Type == X;
projx2 : X == x;
 There is a further problem when it omes to typing dependent pa kages:

The Aldor ompiler does not a ept

withfX : Type; x : Xg

as the type of

addfX == Integer; x : X == 5g

(even though it does a ept withf X:Type; x:X g as well-formed ategory). To type the dependent pa kage above, the de nition of X in its
type has to be expanded
add{X == Integer; x:X == 5} : with{x:Integer == 5}

But now the X- eld of the domain will not be visible as an export.
The types for addfX == Integer; x:X == 5g dis ussed so far represent
two extremes of generality; it might be supposed that there is an intermediate andidate, but none of the following types is a epted by the Aldor
ompiler as a valid type for addfX == Integer; x:X == 5g:
with{X:Type == Integer; x:X}
with{X:Type == Integer; x:Integer}
with{X == Integer; x:X}
with{X == Integer; x:Integer}
 The typing of dependent pa kages as dis ussed in the previous point has

some undesirable onsequen es. As soon as we give an expli it type to a
dependent pa kage, some of the elds (namely the ones that other elds
depend on) are no longer visible as exports.
For example, if we de ne
d == add{X == Integer; x:X == 5}

then we an a ess both d$X and d$x, but if we de ne
d' == add{X == Integer; x:X == 5} : with{x:Integer == 5}
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then we an not a ess the X- eld of the domain d'. So in the de nition
of d' above X == Integer is essentially just a (lo al) ma ro.
The problem with the invisibility of ertain elds only o urs as soon an expli it
type is given to a dependent domain. This happens in the de nition of d' above,
but not in the de nition of d. However, it also happens as soon a dependent
pa kage su h as d is passed as a argument to a fun tion: su h a fun tion will
have to de lare a parameter of type withfx : Integerg (we annot pass d to
a fun tion expe ting a parameter of type withfX : Type; x : Xg) ) and in the
fun tion we do not have a ess to any X- eld.
All this means that dependent domains are not really usable as rst- lass
itizens; we ould reinterpret this to say that Aldor does not have rst- lass
modules. Still, if we want to treat libraries as dependent pa kages this is not a
problem.

Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :

j addfD1 ; : : : ; Dn g dependent pa kage

D ::= x==t j x : T ==t

Typing Rules
for all Di of the form xi ==ti :
; D1 ; : : : ; Di 1 ` ti : T for some T
for all Di of the form xi : Ti ==ti :
; D1 ; : : : ; Di 1 ` ti : Ti
All xi : Ti distin t in the ontext
` addfD1 ; : : : ; Dn g : withfxi : Ti j Di  xi : Ti ==ti g
where Ti is short for Ti [xi

1

:= ti 1 ℄ : : : [x1 := t1 ℄

` x : withf : : : ; xi : Ti ==ti ; : : : g
` xi $x : Ti

dependent pa kage elim

` d : withf : : : xi : Ti : : : g (x : Ti ) 62
xi not import-ed from another pa kage in ; 0
dependent import
; import from d; 0 ` xi : Ti

The requirement in the rst rule that all xi : Ti distin t in the ontext is to
ensure unique typing of ea h xi in the ontext . Formally we have to ensure
that Ti 6= Tj for any pair xi : Ti (==ti ) and xj : Tj (==tj ) where xi and xj are
the same name.

Dis ussion
 The elimination and import rule above are identi al to those given earlier,

for non-dependent pa kages. Here the fa t that any dependen ies get
\expanded away" in the introdu tion rule is an advantage. If one were to
allow the typing
d : with{X:Type; x:X} == add{X == Integer; x:X == 5}
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dependent
pa kage
intro

then proje ting the x- eld of d would require a substitution (as in the
elimination rules given below) as x$d:X$d and not x$d:X5.
 The Aldor ompiler has problems with dependent pa kages and rashes

when these be ome ompli ated. This seems to be a bug.

As long as we don't give an expli it type to a dependent domain its xi ==ti
elds as well as its xi : Ti ==ti elds are a essible:
; D ` ti : Ti

dependent pa kage elim1
; x==addfD; xi ==ti ; D0 g; 0 ` xi $x : Ti
; D ` ti : Ti

dependent pa kage elim2
; x==addfD; xi : Ti ==ti ; D0 g; 0 ` xi $x : Ti
where Ti is short for Ti [xi

1

:= xi 1 $x℄ : : : [x1 := x1 $x℄.

Some examples
First, a dependent pa kage without expli it type
dependentPa kage == add { X == Integer ;
x : X == 0 ;
f : X -> X == (n:X):X +-> (n+1) };
projX : Type
== X$dependentPa kage ;
projx : X$dependentPa kage == x$dependentPa kage ;
projx2 : Integer
== x$dependentPa kage ;
projf1 : X$dependentPa kage -> X$dependentPa kage == f$dependentPa kage ;
projf2 :
Integer -> Integer
== f$dependentPa kage ;
import from dependentPa kage;
importX : Type
== X;
importx : X
== x ;
importx2 : Integer == x ;
importf1 :
X -> X
== f$dependentPa kage ;
importf2 : Integer -> Integer == f$dependentPa kage ;

Note that X$dependentPa kage or X and Integer are really treated as equal.
Now, a dependent pa kage for whi h we give an expli it type
typedDependentPa kage : with{z:Integer}
== add{Z == Integer ;
z : Z == 0};
projz : Integer == z$typedDependentPa kage;
import from typedDependentPa kage;
importz : Integer == z
5 Similarly,

the notion of subtyping would be ome more
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ompli ated.

The Aldor ompiler reje ts any use of Z$typedDependentPa kage or Z here.
So the de nition Z == Integer is e e tively nothing but a ma ro lo al to the
body of the pa kage, whi h get expanded away as soon as we leave this s ope.
7.1.5

Dependent Categories

Aldor allows the formation of dependent ategories :
; x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xi 1 : Ti 1 ` Ti : Type
dependent ategory form
` withfx1 : T1; : : : ; xn : Tng : Category
For instan e, this rule allows the formation of
with{x:Type; y:x}

But Aldor does not allow su h dependent ategories to be used as types of the
dependent domains dis ussed in the previous se tion! So, it seems that there is
little point in allowing dependent ategories.
7.2

Abstra t Data Types

Abstra t data types are like pa kages, but they ontain a de nition of a type
Rep, whi h gives the representation type for the abstra t type introdu ed by the
ADT.
Raw Syntax

t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :

j addfRep==>T ; x1 : T1 ==t1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ==tn g
j x$d
j % j Rep
j rep j per
j withfx1 : T1; : : : ; xn : Tng

an ADT
proje tion from ADT
spe ial type variables
spe ial term variables
ategory (type of ADT)

The spe ial type variable % is used to refer to the abstra t type introdu ed by
an ADT, and Rep is used to refer to the on rete representation. The spe ial
term variables per and rep are used to refer to the fun tions that map on rete
values to abstra t values and vi e versa.
Note that the only way of telling that a ategory withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
is the type of an ADT as opposed to the type of a pa kage is that the spe ial
type variable % is used in the Ti . 6
6 This

is unfortunate { for example in the elimination rules below it is not expli it that

these apply to abstra t data types and not to pa kages; it is therefore possible that it introdu es ina

ura ies into our formalisation. It might well be better to introdu e some synta ti

distin tion between them, writing
type.

withADT f : : : g
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for an implementation of an abstra t data

Typing Rules
In the rules whi h follow X is used to range over names of abstra t data types
and not arbitrary expressions denoting ADTs.
; % : Type ` Ti : Type
` withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g : Category
` T : Type

ADT- ategory-form

; Rep==T; % : Type; per : T ->%; rep : %->T ` ti : Ti

` addfRep==>T ; xi : Ti ==ti g : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g
` X : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g

; import from X ;

0

` X : Type

ADT elim1 - ADT is a type

` X : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g

; import from X ;

0

ADT intro

ADT elim2

` xi $X : Ti [% := X ℄

` X : withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g

xi not import-ed from another pa kage in ;
; import from X ; ` xi : Ti [% := X ℄
0

Some examples
adtType : Category
== with { x : % } ;
adt : adtType
== add { Rep ==> Integer ; x : % == per 0 } ;
projx : adt == dep$adt
import from adt;
importx : adt == x

Dis ussion
 The stipulation that

Se tion 3.

X has to be a name refers ba k to the dis ussion in

X is expli itly imported, even the one for expli it proje tion of the from xi $X ; This is done
be ause X is needed in the type, i.e. in Ti [% := X ℄.

 Note that all the elimination rules insist that an adt

 There are three names for types that play a role inside an adt (and not

two, as you'd expe t), namely

{ %, the abstra t type
{ the on rete type, or representation type, e.g. Integer
{ Rep, another name for the on rete type

Rep==>T is both a (lo al) ma ro , de ning Rep as abbreviation for T , and
de lares the T as the on rete representation type.
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0

ADT elim3

 We an have untyped instead of typed de nitions in ADT's. This does

not make any di eren e.

 We ould onsider more ompli ated form of ADT's, with more depen-

den ies than just on %.

8 Categories and ategory tuples
8.1

Category

Category is the type of all ategories, just like Type is the type of all types.

Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :

j Category the type of all ategories

Typing Rules
` Category : Type

Category form

Category is in fa t a subtype of Type{ more on that in Se tion 15.
8.2

Category Tuples

Just like we an make type tuples of the form (x : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) we an make
ategory tuples of the form (x : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ). We do not in lude these in the
formalisation however, as it is not lear if these an be used for anything7 .

9 Tuples
Tuples in Aldor are homogeneous produ ts of arbitrary length. (So one an
think of them as lists.) For example
tt

: Tuple Integer == (1,2,3) ;

tt1

: Tuple Integer == (1,2,3,4,5) ;

tt2

: Integer == element(tt,2) ;

Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :
j (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) n-tuple
j Tuple T
tuple type
j length
j element

7 One pla e where they are used is for the \joins" of ategories mentioned earlier, but these
are ex luded from the formal des ription.
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Typing Rules
` T : Type
` Tuple

T : Type

tuple formation

` ti : T
` (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) : Tuple T

tuple intro

` Tuple T : Type
` length : Tuple

T ->SingleInteger

tuple elim1

T : Type
tuple elim2
` element : (Tuple T; SingleInteger)->T
` Tuple

 Note that length and element above are heavily overloaded fun tions.

Be ause these fun tions exists for all possible tuple types, they are very
similar to impli itly parametri polymorphi fun tions as in Haskell or
ML.

 Aldor onsiders Tuple Type as just another instan e of this general Tuple-

onstru tion.
As far as simple type tuples of the form (T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) : Tuple Type are
on erned this is not a problem: the introdu tion rule for these simple
type tuples is just an instan e of the general introdu tion rule above.
However, for type tuples of the form (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) this is dubious.
Aldor allows (x : T ) : Type so that type tuples (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) an
still be regarded as instan es as tuples of the form (t1 ; : : : ; tn ). However,
the rule for dependent type tuples has to be more ompli ated than the one
above to allow for dependen ies. Also, there are problems with allowing
type tuples as rst- lass itizens, as already dis ussed in Se tion 5.

10

Cross Produ ts

Cross produ ts in Aldor are heterogeneous produ ts of a xed arity. For example
pp : Cross (Integer,Boolean) == (4,true);

Raw Syntax
t; T 2 T erm ::= : : :
j (t1 ; : : : ; tn )
j Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )

ross produ t
ross produ t type

There seems to be no way to refer to the omponents of a ross produ t. There is
no syntax su h t:i for the i-th omponent of a ross produ t t. This auses some
problems and appears to add to the ase for rationalising the various di erent
sorts of `produ ts' and `tuples' that the language ontains.
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Typing Rules
` (D1 ; : : : ; Dn) : Tuple Type
ross form
` Cross(D1 ; : : : ; Dn ) : Type
` tj : Tj
` (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) : Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )
` tj : Tj [x1 := t1 ; : : : ; xj

1

non-dependent ross intro

:= tj

1℄

` (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) : Cross(x1 : T1; : : : ; xn : Tn)

dependent ross intro

There are not really any elimination rules for ross produ ts. The two ways to
get at at the individual omponents of a ross produ t are des ribed below8 .
1. An n-ary ross produ t of type Cross(S1 ; : : : ; Sn ) as an argument to an
n-ary fun tion of type (S1 ; : : : ; Sn )-> : : :

` f : (S1 ; : : : ; Sn )->T
` s : Cross(S1 ; : : : ; Sn )
n-ary fun tion elim
` f (s) : T
Note that the fun tion f here is not a dependent fun tion! Be ause we
annot refer to the omponents of the ross produ t s it is not lear how
a typing rule ould be given for a dependently typed fun tion f . If s is of
the form (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) this is not a problem, but if s is a variable, the result
of a fun tion appli ation, et , it is.
2. An n-ary ross produ t t an be taken apart into its omponents by a
`multiple de nition' of the form
(x1 ; : : : ; xn )==t
This means the syntax for ontext has to be extended:

2 Context ::= : : :
j ; (x1 ; : : : ; xn )==mv multiple value de nition
The rules for these de nitions are given below.

` ok

` t : Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) (xi : Ti ) 62
; (x1 ; : : : ; xn )==t ` ok

typed de nition ok

` t : Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn)
; (x1 ; : : : ; xn )==t; 0 ` xi : Ti
8 Both

a tually rely on the

ourtesy

onversion of a

ross produ t to a multiple value. But,

as we have ex luded multiple values for our des ription of Aldor, we ignore this.
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Dis ussion
 The Aldor ompiler allows dependent ross produ t types, e.g.

X : Type == Cross(X:Type,x:X)

but it is not lear if/how we an write dependent ross produ ts, i.e.
inhabitants of su h a type. For this reason we have ex luded dependent
ross produ t types from the formal des ription.
 The Aldor ompiler in fa t treats Cross as a fun tion of type

Cross : Tuple Type -> Type

In the formalisation we hoose not to do so, for two reasons. First, there
are problems with treating type tuples as rst- lass itizens, already disussed in Se tion 5.2. Se ond, our formalisation only allows ross produ t
types of the form Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ), and ex ludes dependent ross produ t types of the form Cross(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ), as mentioned above.
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Re ords

Re ords in Aldor work pretty mu h as one would expe t, ex ept that they may
be dependent.
Re ordType : Type == Re ord(i:Integer, j:Boolean)
rr : Re ord(i:Integer, j:Boolean)
== [i==4,j==true℄;

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm ::=

:::

j Re ord(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) re ord type
j bra ket j re ord
re ord introdu tion
j apply
eld a ess
j explode
re ord elimination

re ord and bra ket are synonyms. bra ket(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) an be written as
[t1 ; : : : ; tn ℄. apply(t; xi ) an be written as t.xi .
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Typing Rules
` (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Tuple Type
re ord form
` Re ord(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Type
` Re ord!
T : Type
re ord intro1
!
` bra ket : T ->Re ord!
T
` Re ord!
T : Type
re ord intro2
!
` re ord : T ->Re ord!
T
` Re ord!
T : Type
re ord elim1
` explode : Re ord!
T ->!
T
` r : Re ord(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T )
re ord elim2
` apply(r; x ) : T [x := r:x1 ; : : : ; x 1 := r:x 1 ℄
n

n

n

n

n

i

i

i

n

i

x



Here type tuples are useful! E.g. note that the formation rule above
allows for dependent re ords. The introdu tion rules rely on the keyword
argument style for fun tion appli ation.



Note that re ord, bra ket, explode, and apply are heavily overloaded
fun tions. Maybe it would be better not to do so in the formalisation?



Using an enumeration type 0 xi 0 , apply an be regarded as a fun tion

` Re

ord(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) : Type

` apply : (Re

ord(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ); 0 xi 0 )->Ti

and apply(r; xi ) an then be seen as a normal appli ation, as explained in
the Aldor User Guide (pages 146{147). However, this is only orre t for
non-dependent re ords; For dependent re ords a substitution is needed in
the result type Ti .



There are two more operations on re ords: set! and dispose (see pages
146{147 of the Aldor User Guide). We don't onsider these as they are
imperative operations. (What is interesting about these operations is that
they show that re ords are not values, but rather referen es to values.)



The Aldor ompiler reje ts untyped de nitions of re ords
t == re ord(i==4,j==5);

but will a ept a de nition of the form
t == re ord(i:Integer==4,j:Integer==5);



Some or all the xi in a type Re ord(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) an be omitted. In
that ase the orresponding apply's are missing. So degenerated re ords
su h as Re ord(T1 ; T2 ) are allowed in Aldor. Be ause all the apply's are
35
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missing, this is e e tively the same as Cross(T1 ; T2 )9 . Still, if T1 and T2
are equal, then Aldor reje ts Re ord(T1 ; T2 ).
Again, the Aldor ompiler treats Re ord as a fun tion of type Tuple Type->Type.
In the formalisation we hoose not to do this, for the same reasons as for
Cross and Enumeration.

Unions

Union types provide disjoint union, also known as variants. For example,
IntOrBool : Type = Union (left:Boolean, right:Integer);
leftBool : Union (left:Boolean, right:Integer) == [left==true℄;
rightInt : Union (left:Boolean, right:Integer) == [right==5℄;

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

::= : : :

j Union!
T
j bra ket j union
j ase
j apply

union type
union introdu tion
union test
union elimination

union and bra ket are synonyms. bra ket(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) an be written as [t1 ; : : : ; tn ℄.
apply(t; xi ) an be written as t.xi .

Typing Rules
`T

: Tuple Type
union form
` Union(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) : Type
i

` Union(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Type
` bra ket : (x : T )->Union!
T
` Union(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Type
` union : (x : T )->Union!
T
` Union(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Type
` ase : (Union!
T ; x )->Boolean
` Union(x1 : T1 ; : : : ; x : T ) : Type
` apply : (Union!
T ; x )->T
i

i

n

n

union intro1

n

n

union intro2

n

n

union elim1

i

i

0

i

0

n

n

0



i

0

union elim2

i

Note that re ord, bra ket, apply, and ase are heavily overloaded fun tions. Espe ially the rst three, as these are also used for re ords. (And
again, maybe it would be better not to do so in the formalisation?)

9 at least, as far as the fun tional sublanguage of Aldor is on erned; if imperative operations
are taken into a ount, there are di eren es, as the omponents of a re ord an be imperatively
updated.
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The rules for union types are not type-safe. The ulprit is the elimination
of union types (as usual). For example, if we de ne
x : Union (left:Boolean, right:Integer) == union(right==5);

there is nothing preventing us from onsidering x as a left-inje tion, as in
unsafeProje tion : Boolean == apply(x,left)

So it's left up to the user to he k { using the fun tion ase { that the
orre t omponent is extra ted from a variant.
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There are two more operations on unions: set! and dispose (see p.
147/148 of the Aldor User Guide). We don't onsider these as these are
really only interesting in imperative setting. What is interesting about
these operations is that they show that re ords are not values, but rather
referen es to values.

Enumeration

Enumeration types in Aldor onsist of a xed olle tion of symboli values. For
example
Colour : Type == 'red,green,blue';
x: Colour == red;

Raw Syntax
t; T

2 T erm

::= : : :

j x1 ; : : : ; x
j Enumeration!
T
0

n

0

Typing Rules
`

0

x1 ; : : : ; xn : Type
0

`x

i



: 0 x1 ; : : : ; xn 0

enumeration form

enumeration intro

Aldor in fa t regards 0 x1 ; : : : ; xn 0 as shorthand for
Enumeration(x1 : Type; : : : ; xn : Type)

Here Enumeration takes an arbitrary type tuple as argument, i.e.
Enumeration : Tuple Type -> Type

We hoose not to do this in the formalisation. In addition to the problems with treating type tuples as rst- lass itizens, already dis ussed in
Se tion 5.2, it is not lear what the meaning would be of Enumeration
applied to a type tuple that is not of the form (x1 : Type; : : : ; xn : Type).
37

 The Aldor ompiler behaves strangely if we have overlapping enumeration

types. This seems to be a bug. It would be better to disallow any overlap
between enumeration types.

 How do lashes between enumerations and variables work? Eg. what if

one of the xi is also used as a variable?

 A diÆ ulty with enumeration types is that in a \typeless" de nition of
the form x==xi it may not be lear hard to tell that xi is an element on an
enumeration type, and whi h enumeration type. The import statement is

used to de lare enumeration types.
import from 0 x1 ; : : : ; x0n ;

; import from x1 ; : : : ; xn ;
0

0

0

0

` ok

; x==xi ` ok

untyped de nition ok

The formalisation of the type system is surprisingly tri ky here.

14

Equality

The type expressions in Aldor are ompli ated enough for equality of types to
be non-trivial. There are di erent pla es where the notion of equality between
types plays a role, and we an distinguish di erent notions of equalities between
types. These are dis ussed below.

Notions of Equality
Di erent sour es of equalities between types are






-equality.

There are bound variables in types, so there is a notion of -equality of
types, i.e. equality up to renaming of bound variables. For example, types
(n:Integer)->Ve tor(n)->Integer and (m:Integer)->Ve tor(m)->Integer
an be regarded as equal.
Related to -equality is the ase of va uous dependen y: one would expe t
that the types S -> T and (x:S) -> T would be equal in the ase that x
is not free in the result type T.

Æ-equality.

We an de ne names for types, so there is a notion of Æ -equality, i.e.
equality up to (un)folding of de nitions. For example, if we de ne XX
: Type == Integer then the types XX and Integer an be regarded as
equal.
-equality.

Be ause types an ontain lambda abstra tions and appli ations in types
there an be -redi es in type expressions. For example, the type Integer
and the type ((X:Type):Type+->X) (Integer) { the identity fun tion on
types applied to the type Integer { an be regarded as equal.
In the same way one an onsider  -equality as well as -equality.

 Finally, be ause there are dependent types, types an have arbitrary terms

as subexpressions. So any notion of equality for su h sub-expressions
indu es a notion of equality on types. For example, be ause 3+4 and 7 are
equal the types Ve tor(3+4) and Ve tor(7) an be regarded as equal.
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It should be lear that a notion of equality that in ludes the equalities dis ussed
under the last point above will qui kly be ome unde idable. For instan e, dependent types an ontain diverging sub-expressions. In fa t, just in orporating
-equality would be enough to make equality unde idable. The general problem
with the last two notions of equality above is that type he king, whi h is done
at ompile time, be omes entangled with evaluation, e.g. of 3+4 to 7, whi h by
de nition is done at run time. This is a well-known problem with dependent
types, dis ussed for instan e in [MR86℄.

Uses of Equality
There are several pla es where the type system depends on the notion of equality
for types :
(i) Any inferen e rule where the same type o urs more than on e in the
premisses relies impli itly on a notion of equality. The most obvious pla e
where this o urs is in the appli ation rule

` f : S ->T
`s:S
fun tion elim
` f (s) : T
Here the type S of the argument s has to be equal to the domain of f .
(ii) Less obvious than in the typing rule above, any inferen e rule where a
type is required to of a parti ular form in one of the premisses also relies
on a notion of equality, For example, in

` T : Type
` Tuple T : Type
type of T is required to be equal to Type. And, in the appli ation rule
again, the type of f is required to be equal to something of the form S ->T .
(iii) Finally, overloading depends on equality { or rather, inequality { of types.
Eg. the rule
` ok
` t : T :( ` x : T )
; x==t : T ` ok
requires that does not ontain any de nition or de laration of an x of
type T , nor of a type equal to T .
Ideally, in the formal des ription we would want to deal with equality by inluding a onversion rule of the form

` t : T (T; T ) 2 R
onversion
`t:T
0

0

where R is the equality relation on types. Intuitively, this rule states that we are
only interested in the typing relation up to the notion of equality R on types.

10

Unfortunately, this is not how equality is dealt with by the Aldor ompiler.
It turns out that the ompiler uses several notions of equality, and uses di erent
notion of equality in di erent pla es. An a urate des ription of Aldor an
therefore not be given by in luding a single onversion rule as dis ussed above;
10 Note that on e Æ -equality is in luded, the notion of equality
, so we should really write (T; T 0 )
R or
(T; T 0 )
R.

2

`
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2

R will depend on the

ontext

Instead equality would have to be build into any typing rule that relies on
equality, e.g.
` f : S ->T
`s:S
(S; S ) 2 R
` f (s) : T
where R is the notion of equality used in this parti ular ase.
We will not attempt to give an a urate des ription of equality in Aldor in
this way: it would be very hard to do and not be very useful, sin e this is an
aspe t of the Aldor type system that we want to hange anyway. Instead, we
will make an inventory of the di erent notions of equality used in Aldor and
give a rough indi ation of whi h notion of equality is used where.
Of the notions of equality listed earlier, the Aldor ompiler only ever uses and Æ -equality with some restri tions. In light of the diÆ ulties that arise with
the other notions of equality this is not surprising.
0

14.1

0

-equality

Nearly everywhere the Aldor ompiler treats -equal types as being equal. So,
in the formal des ription we ould onsider in luding

t= t
` (t; t ) 2 R
0

0

- onv

There are only two ase where the Aldor ompiler does not work modulo equality:
 In a de nition of a (dependently typed) fun tion of the form

f : (x:S)->T == (x:S):T +-> t

the ompiler insists that the same variable name x is used in the body
(x:S):T+->t of the de nition as in the type (x:S)->.
 The Aldor ompiler does not always spot

-equality when he king for
ambiguous overloading (as dis ussed under (iii) above). When the types
involved be ome ompli ated the ompiler may fail to spot that the same
onstant is de ned twi e for -equal types, as for example Id in the de nitions below:
Id(X:Type,x:X) : X == x;
Id(Y:Type,y:Y) : Y == y;

It is interesting to note that when it omes to appli ations (as dis ussed
under (i) above) then Aldor has no problems in spotting that the types
(X:Type,x:X)->X and (Y:Type,y:Y)->Y are equal. So di erent algorithms for de iding equality for types are used when in omes to (i) and
(iii).
14.2

Æ -equality

Aldor treats typed de nitions (of the form x:T==t) and untyped de nitions (of
the form x==t di erently when it omes to de nitional equality. It seems that
we do not have Æ -equality for the former but that we do have Æ -equality for the
latter, albeit in a limited form. This explains to some extent why typed and
untyped de nitions are treated di erently in pa kages, as dis ussed in Se tion 7.
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14.2.1 De nitions of the form x : T == t
The Aldor ompiler does not use Æ -equality for these de nitions. So we do not
have

; X : Type==T ;

0

; X : Type==T ;

0

`t:X
Æ unfold
`t:T

nor vi e versa.
The only ex eption seems to be de nitions of ategories. Here the Aldor
ompiler does use Æ -equality. This seems to ontradi t the Aldor User Guide,
where on page 113/114 it is said that the define keyword has to be in luded,
so that we have a de nition of the form define x : T == t, in order for to
have Æ - onversion for de nitions of ategories. We have
; x : Category==d;

0

; x : Category==d;

0

`t:x
Æ ategory unfold
`t:d

but we do not have the reverse, i.e.
; x : Category==d;

0

; x : Category==d;

0

`t:d
Æ ategory fold
`t:x

So the notion of equality that Aldor uses is not always symmetri !
All this suggests that as far as de nitions of the form x : T == t are onerned, we only have
(x : Category==d) 2

` (x; d) 2 R

Æ ategory unfold

14.2.2 De nitions of the form x == t
It seems that in most ases the Aldor ompiler works modulo Æ -equality as far
as these de nitions are on erned. So
(x==t) 2

Æ untyped unfold

` (x; t) 2 R
(x==t) 2
Æ untyped fold
` (t; x) 2 R

The ex eption is that Aldor seems to ignore these equalities when it omes to
spotting ambiguous overloading. For example, the Aldor ompiler a epts the
following de nitions
XX == Integer;
five : Integer == 5;
five : XX == 6;

and does not omplain that this overloading of five is ambiguous. (Here again,
Aldor is better as spotting equality when it omes to (i) and (iii); when it omes
to appli ations the ompiler treats XX and Integer as equal.)
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15

Subtyping, Courtesy Conversions, Satisfa tion

Subtyping is a relation  on types that omes with a so- alled subsumption rule
`t:T

T T
subsumption
`t:T
0

0

There are two { quite di erent! { possible semanti s of subsumption:


apply some

oer ion fun tion.

Maybe we have to apply some oer ion fun tion to onvert a term of type
T to type T . For example, many languages treat the integers as a subtype
of the reals, and here typi ally a oer ion fun tion has to be applied to
onvert integers to some oating-point format.
0



do nothing.

It may be the ase that we don't have to do anything to a onvert a term
t of type T to get a term of type T . Here one an think of subtyping
between Ring and Monoid.
0

Note the similarity with the subsumption rule above and the onversion rule
given on page 39. It might be hard to tell the two apart. The intuition behind
them is quite di erent though, and the semanti s of type onversion has to be
\do nothing".
In ni e type systems  subsumes the notion of equality for types R, and
R will even be equal to  \ . (In Aldor this is not true: e.g. there are
ourtesy onversions from ross produ ts to multiple values and ba k, but these
are di erent types.)
Aldor has 3 notions of \subtyping", whi h will be des ribed in the subse tions
below, namely
 subtyping ,

`SvT

 ourtesy onversions ,
 satisfa tion ,

` S sat

` S  onvert

T

T

It is not really lear what the di eren es between these three notions, and in how
far we have to distinguish these notions in the formal des ription here. They
may have di erent semanti s, but that is not really an issue in the (synta ti )
des ription of the type system.
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15.1

Courtesy Conversions

We write ` S  onvert T for \there is a ourtesy onversion from S to T ".
The Aldor User Guide (p. 84) lists the following rules for ourtesy onversions:
` Cross(T; : : : ; T ) 

onvert

` Cross(T ) 

T

onvert

`T 

onvert

Tuple T

`T 

onvert

Cross T

`t:T

`T 

onvert

T

Tuple T

0

` t : T0



onvert

 As the name suggests, the semanti s of 

oer ion fun tions.

-subsumption

onvert

-subsumption involves

 Aldor does not provide any \ ongruen e" rules to lift  onvert to more
ompli ated type expressions (like it does for v). (Be ause of this, there is
no need to in lude a re exivity rule for  onvert ; The only use of re exivity
of  onvert would be in the subsumption rule, and there it's obviously not

really needed.)

 In addition to ourtesy onversions, Aldor also has \primitive onversions"

and \ onversion fun tions" (see p. 84-85 of the Aldor User Guide).

 There are also ourtesy onversions between multiple values and tuples/ ross

produ ts

` (T; : : : ; T ) 
` (T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) 

onvert

onvert

` Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ) 

Tuple T

Cross(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )

(T1 ; : : : ; Tn )
but, as we do not onsider multiple values, we ignore these. Observe that
the last two ourtesy onversions e e tively render ross produ ts and
multiple values equivalent.
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onvert

15.2

Subtyping

We write ` S v T for S is a subtype of T in ontext
Guide (p. 83) lists the following rules for subtyping:

. The Aldor User

m  n p1 ; : : : ; pm permutes 1; : : : ; m
v-width
` withfx1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn g v withfxp1 : Tp1 ; : : : ; xpm : Tpm g
` S2 v S1

` T1 v T2

` S1 ->T1 v T1 ->T2
`t:T

` T v T0
` t : T0

v-->

v-subsumption

 Note that in the reordering of the items in a signature a ording to the

permutation p1 ; : : : ; pm it is assumed that the permuted signature is still
valid; that this is not always the ase is a onsequen e of type dependen y.

 The semanti s of v-subsumption is \do nothing": as explained in the
Aldor User Guide (p. 83), if T v T 0 then they share an underlying \base

domain" and their elements have the same representation.

 A ording to the manual, the rules v-width and v-->are bi-impli ations,

e.g.

S1 ->T1 v T1 ->T2 ) S2 v S1 ^ T1 v T2

Of ourse, if the rules above are the only rules for subtyping then this is
learly true.
 Observe that this is a limited notion of `width' subtyping. It is not possible

to subtype on a parti ular eld { that is to allow xi : Ti0 to repla e xi : Ti ,
where Ti v Ti0 { in moving from subtype to supertype; this is known as
`depth' subtyping. Subtyping on elds of re ords is also not permitted.
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15.3

Satisfa tion

We write ` S sat T for S satis es T in ontext
(p. 86) lists the following rules for satisfa tion:

. The Aldor User Guide

` S : Category
` S sat Type
` Category sat Type
` addf : : : g : S

S is the type of a ategory or a domain
` S sat Type

`SvT
` S sat

v)sat

T

` S  onvert
` S sat
`t:T

T

T

 onvert )sat

` T sat

T

` t : T0

0

sat -subsumption

 Note that satisfa tion subsumes the ourtesy onversions.
 The User Guide also gives a rule
` T : Type
` T sat ()

It is not lear what is the intended meaning of the type () here.
 There are also satisfa tions involving Exit:
` T : Type
` Exit sat

T

 The User Guide gives the rule
` C addfDg : S
` S sat Category

The judgement ` ` C addfDg : S ' is intended to formalise `S is the type
of a ategory (in the ontext )', but isn't Category the only possible
type of a ategory?
 The User Guide gives the rule
` S withfDg : T
` T sat Type

together with

` T sat Category
` T sat Type

but again, isn't Category the only possible type of a ategory?
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Omissions

The formalisation of the Aldor type system outlined in this report has deliberately omitted various aspe ts of the system. As was argued in the introdu tion,
this is for a variety of reasons, but prin ipally be ause our aim is to formalise
what is { at least from a type-theoreti point of view { the essen e of Aldor.
The remainder of this se tion surveys aspe ts whi h are overed either partially
or not at all.
Aldor is an imperative language, with a fun tional ore, mu h in the mould
of Standard ML [MTHM97℄. We have on ned our attention to the fun tional
subset in this report, but that is an inessential restri tion. (Readers might doubt
this be ause referen es ause subtle problems for the type system of SML, but
this is due to the intera tion of referen es and parametri polymorphism, whi h
is absent from Aldor.)
We have not, on the whole, dis ussed questions about the s ope of de nitions,
sin e these are largely orthogonal to type he king and inferen e. They do
interfere when default argument values are allowed, and also when type he king
(mutually) re ursive de nitions. However, on e s opes are resolved the type
he king issues are relatively straightforward. S opes are also ontrolled by
means of import and export statements; we have only overed the fundamentals
of the import me hanism. Post fa to extensions also a e t s opes of pa kages;
again these are not overed here.
A related diÆ ulty omes with arguments passed to fun tions by keyword.
These break the usual property that fun tions are independent of the names of
their bound variables (the property of - onversion), and so break the property
that the interfa e of a fun tion is entirely spe i ed by its type.
For example, we would normally treat the de nitions
id(n : Integer) : Integer == n ;

and
id(m : Integer) : Integer == m ;

as de ning the same (identity) fun tion over integer. However, with keyword
arguments, the appli ation
id(n == 7)

is a well-formed appli ation of the rst de nition of id but not of the se ond.
As was said earlier, in order to apply the fun tion id we need to know not only
the types of the arguments but also their names, and so the latter information
forms part of the interfa e to the fun tion.
Aldor ontains a plethora of notions of `produ t' or `tuple' types. We have,
in parti ular, not overed multiple values. As was dis ussed in the body of the
report, we have also hosen to treat re ord formation and related operations
as primitives, rather than as appli ations of fun tions to type tuples; this is
dis ussed again in Se tion 18.
Be ause of their nature, Aldor ma ros are independent of the type system.
Observe, however, that the treatment of ADTs does not treat rep and per as
ma ros but instead uses a s oping me hanism to type he k their appli ation.
Mu h of the des ription of Aldor in the manual involves de ning many different sorts of expression; as was remarked earlier many of these operations are
variants of fun tion appli ation, whi h is overed in detail in this report.
Categories an be built in a stru tured way, either by extension using with
or by putting together two signatures with join. A suitable expansion prior to
46

type he king means that we do not deal with these forms; on the other hand,
this expansion approa h pre ludes our dealing with variables whi h range over
ategories; rather we assume that de nitions an be fully expanded whenever
that proves to be ne essary.
In examining dependen ies between elds of a pa kage we have not allowed
for mutual dependen ies in our rules; this an be a ommodated by standard
means. Dependen ies between the elds of a Cross produ t are also allowed by
Aldor; it is by no means lear how these onstru tions are used.

17

Aldor ompiler errors

At various points in the report we have noted what appear to be errors in the
version 1.1.10b of the Aldor ompiler; it might be that these have been xed
in later releases, or that indeed they are `features' rather than errors. We list
them here, giving links ba k into the body of the report where appropriate.
 The ompiler does not always treat ambiguous de nitions in the same

way; this was dis ussed in Se tion 4, page 14.

 The ompiler has problems with dependent types as rst- lass itizens, as

noted in Se tion 6.2, page 20.

 The ompiler has problems with dependent pa kages and rashes when

these be ome ompli ated; see Se tion 7.1.4, page 28.

 The ompiler behaves strangely if we have overlapping enumeration types;

see Se tion 13, page 38.

Other aspe ts of the language implementation are less serious than these, but
ertainly ontravene the des ription of the language in the User Guide, [WBD+ 94℄.
 The keyword define is supposed to make a de nition (of a ategory)

transparent ([WBD+ 94℄, p113); in fa t it appears to have no e e t on
the way in whi h the de nition is interpreted. There are also important
di eren es between the two de nition forms x == t and x:T == t whi h
are not apparent from [WBD+ 94℄.

 The ompiler an rash when the same name is used for two elds in a

(dependent) re ord; it is not lear whether this is intended or not, but it
is not a feature that would be put to heavy use by the average user.

18

Re ommendations

In the light of examining the language and its type system we have ome to
various on lusions about how its design might be improved. A number of these
suggestions would simplify the language; others would ombine features and a
third lass suggests extending the language in various natural ways.

Type tuples
One an wonder if Aldor does not go a bit too far in treating everything as
rst- lass itizens.
For example, Aldor treats Re ord (and similarly Cross, Enumeration, Union,
et .) as a rst- lass itizen, namely as a fun tion of type
Re ord : Tuple Type->Type
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This requires type tuples to be treated as rst- lass itizens, so that the an be
passed as arguments to a fun tion su h as Re ord. On the one hand, this very
ompa t typing of Re ord is very appealing. But on the other hand it auses
some problems.
The most serious problem is that if type tuples are rst- lass itizens, then
we an have variables X:Tuple Type, and hen e re ord types Re ord X of whi h
the elds annot be known at ompile time.
Another problem is that the typing of Re ord above is somewhat impreise, as it does not impose any restri tions on the kind of type tuples that
Re ord an get as an argument. Re all that type tuples an be of the form
(T1 ; : : : ; Tn ), or of the form (x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ), or any ombination of the
two. The typing of Re ord above leaves open the question whether Re ord an
for instan e be applied to (Integer,Integer), and, if so, what the meaning of
Re ord(Integer,Integer) might be, as this re ord type does not ontain any
eld names.
Be ause of these problems in the formalisation we have hosen to treat
Re ord(x : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ) as a primitive term onstru tion, and not the appliation of a fun tion of Re ord to the type tuple (x : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn ).
Similarly, one ould wonder if there are not more pla es where onstru tions should be regarded as primitives rather than as appli ations, for instan e
re ord.

Over-generality
The Aldor ompiler allows a number of things whi h do not seem to make sense.
For instan e, the ompiler does not omplain if we give it a pa kage without
de nitions or even names for elds,
sillyPa kage == add {x:Integer;y:Integer} ;
anotherSillyPa kage == add {Integer;Integer} ;

or ross produ t types with de nitions for elds,
sillyCrossProdu t : Type
== Cross (Integer,x:Integer==7);

pa kages written with , instead of ;
sillyPa kage == add {x:Integer,y:Integer} ;

and many more. These are all things that ould { and should { be dete ted
already at the parsing stage by the ompiler, i.e. before typing is onsidered.
The fa t that it is not maybe be ause the { very general { notion of type tuple
is used here.

De nition forms
We suggest that there should be one form of de nition, namely a transparent
de nition. Spe i ally, given the de nition
x : T == t

both the type T and the value t of the name x should be visible within its s ope.
Note that normally there are ontexts in whi h it is sensible to reveal only the
type of a name; the presen e of dependent types in Aldor makes it ne essary to
have a ess to the value more often than in other languages.
This being said, there is still an opaque de nition me hanism, namely the
ADT me hanism, and this an be used when abstra tion is wanted.
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Produ t and tuple types
Aldor ontains various di erent notions of ` ontainer' type: multiple values,
ross produ ts, tuples, lists and re ords. It should be possible to rationalise
these into a number of di erent onstru tions with di erent purposes.
 Lists { or tuples in Aldor-speak { an be used to form homogeneous nite

olle tions of values.

 Cross produ ts an be used to form heterogeneous ombinations of xed

size; re ords provide a named variant of these.

Ma ros
Ma ros an be removed from the language. The advantage of su h a move would
be to bring all of the language under the type he ker; this is not urrently the
ase be ause ma ro expansion takes pla e before type he king.
Ma ros are ostensibly used to support the ADT implementation, but we
have shown in Se tion 7.2 that this an be done without using ma ros.
Another use suggested by [WBD+ 94℄, Se tion 12.4, is the use of a parti ular
ma ro de nition like
li? x ==> (not empty? x and empty? rest x)

over more than one type. This e e tively mimi s parametri polymorphism
using ma ros; it an be repla ed by a fun tion in whi h the type of the list is
passed in as an expli it parameter
li? (T:Type,x:List(T)) : Boolean == (not empty? x and empty? rest x)

and this de nition is now sus eptible to type he king when it is used.

Dependent types
As we have argued elsewhere, [PT98℄, the dependent types of Aldor should be
implemented in su h a way that type expressions are evaluated, equating, for
instan e, ve tors of length 2+3 and ve tors of length 5. This modi ation is a
fo us of urrent work at the University of Kent; further details are available at
http://www. s.uk .a .uk/people/staff/sjt/Atypi al/

The more general aspe t of equality in Aldor is examined next.

Equality
It should be possible to simplify the treatment of equality in Aldor, whi h
Se tion 14 shows is urrently tri ky. We would argue that there should be
a single notion of equality in Aldor, under whi h values { in luding types {
are evaluated before being ompared for identity of their fully-evaluated (or
`normal') forms.
This works, ex ept for the treatment of abstra t data types. Consider the
de nition
newType : Type = add f ... g

This de nition has two purposes: it is de nitive in that it de nes the value
of newType but it is also generative in generating a new type named newType.
The language Modula-3 adopts a similar approa h to types, and there is an
illuminating dis ussion of the rationale for this, `How the types got their identity',
in Se tion 8.1 of [Nel91℄.
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Subtyping
It should be possible to de ne a single notion of subtyping. If the system
of ` ontainer' types is simpli ed then this should make ourtesy onversions
substantially simpler. On e this is a hieved, it will be possible to de ne a single
notion of (width and depth) subtyping as alluded to in Se tion 15.

Additional features
Some obvious things are missing from Aldor, notably
 mutually abstra t datatypes, in whi h the arrier types of two or more

ADTs are mutually visible, and

 algebrai datatypes as in modern fun tional languages like SML and Haskell.

Mis ellaneous points
Finally there are some mis ellaneous points.
Lumping together pa kages and ADT's as one big olle tion of so- alled
domains is less than ideal. It would be better to leave out the pa kages and
take ADTs equivalent to domains; alternatively one ould treat pa kages as
modules, a olle tion of entities quite separate from ADTs.
As noted in Se tion 12, the elimination rule for unions is type unsafe in that
it is possible to treat a value of one `variant' as if it belongs to another of a
di erent type.
It should be possible to larify the me hanism of keyword arguments and
default values within the type system.
It would align Aldor with other fun tional languages if fun tion appli ation
were made left asso iative.

19

Con lusions

The report has overed the essen e of the Aldor type system and has shown
that it an be explained by means of a ompa t set of type inferen e rules. A
side-e e t of the a tivity has been to point out some diÆ ulties with the design
of the type system, as well as some potential bugs in the implementation.
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